VSD Viewer Gains a New
Professional Feature: Shape Data
Displaying
Sept 05, 2013
Nektony today announces its important update of VSD Viewer 6.0, the app that processes
Microsoft Visio files on iOS devices. Make your transition from Microsoft Visio to Apple
ecosystem straightforward. View, Share, Print, Convert to PDF any MS Visio drawing with VSD
Viewer. The new version enhances functionality, adds the extra value for professional utilizing,
and improves usability. Version 6.0 introduces Shape Data support, with improved OLE objects
support in VSDX format.
Odessa, Ukraine - Nektony today is proud to announce its next important update of VSD Viewer,
the app that processes Microsoft Visio files on iOS devices: displaying of object's shape data.
Visio Shape Data is a special feature, which allows users to create arrays of named properties,
set value for every property, add the data to an ordinary drawing in order to make it more
meaningful and representative.
Shape Data is widely used in: network diagrams to describe hardware configuration,
organizational charts to add internal information for every item (position, email, birthdate,
department, phone number, etc.), floor plans and office layouts to add such properties as wall
thickness, real sizes, inventory numbers of furniture, activity diagrams to store item ID, task
duration, assigned resources and any other graphical drawing that requires displaying of
additional object data.
Activating of this feature is as easy and intuitive as switching layers or navigating drawings'
pages. Every object that contains shape data displayed with action button, there is no need to
inspect object properties; the app does it for you beforehand.
Shape Data works for any Visio 2000 - 2013 file extension (.VSD, .VDX, .VSDX). It is also possible
to print drawings or convert them to PDF with currently activated shape data. The entire set of
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ongoing improvements makes portable use Visio more informative and adds extra value to the
professionals to browse through complex drawings in detail.

Device Requirements:
* iPhone 3GS, 4, 4S, iPhone 5, iPod touch and iPad
* Requires iOS 6.0 or later
* 19.0 MB

Pricing and Availability:
VSD Viewer 6.0 is priced at $9.99 USD and is available worldwide exclusively through the iTunes
in the Business category.

About Nektony
Nektony is a software development company with a passion for Apple technologies and
products, and a commitment to release functional, stable and efficient applications for all Mac
fans. The company's software development experience allows it to work on projects of nearly any
complexity and create products with outstanding usability. Copyright (C) 2011 Nektony. All Rights
Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, and Macintosh are registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in the
U.S. and/or other countries.
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